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Tri-o-tolyl benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (TOBT (T0)), tri-4-hydroxyphenyl benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate

(THBT (T1)), and tri-3,5-dihydroxyphenyl benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (TDBT (T2)), a series of 1st tier

dendrimers with a common 1,3,5-benzenetricarbonyl trichloride/trimesoyl chloride (TMC) core, are

reported. T0 does not have any replaceable H+ on its terminal phenyl group, acting as a branch. T1 has

one phenolic –OH at the para position and T2 has two phenolic –OH groups at the 3 and 5 positions of

each terminal phenyl group. During synthesis, these –OH groups at the terminal phenyl groups were

protected through tert-butyldimethylsilyl chloride (TBDMSCl) assisted with t-BuOK in DCM, THF,

indazole, 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), and tertiary-n-butyl ammonium fluoride (TBAF). MTBDMSP

(mono-tertiary butyl dimethylsilane phloroglucinol), DTBDMSP (di-tertiary butyl dimethylsilane

phloroglucinol), and TTBDMSP (tri-tertiary butyl dimethylsilane phloroglucinol) were obtained with >90%

yield, and TTBDMSP phenolic derivatives (PDs) were developed to synthesize T0, T1, and T2 dendrimers

by deprotecting with TBAF. T0 showed superhydrophobic properties as it did not dissolve in methanol,

contrary to T1 and T2, but dissolved in acetone. Their structures were determined using 1H and 13C NMR

spectroscopies, and mass spectrometry. Their scavenging activities were studied using UV-Vis

spectrophotometry compared with ascorbic acid and protein binding was studied with bovine serum

albumin (BSA) and lysozyme (lyso). T0 exhibited exceptional optical activity contrary to T1 and T2, which

acted as antioxidants to scavenge free radicals.
1. Introduction

Generally, webdrimers like PAMAM (poly(amidoamine)) or
starburst dendrimers with repeated branched subunits of
amide and amine functionality, like TTDMM (trimesyol-1,3,5-
trimethyl malonate), TSMM (trisurfactantomethylol mela-
mine), and others do not have replaceable hydrogen atoms.
Therefore, they are only capable of binding bionanoparticles,
transporting them, and releasing them at desired sites as they
have adequate steric activities, which are generated by their
branches to encapsulate the drugs or genes safely. The
branching induces the required rotational, vibrational and
translational motions without altering the chemical activities of
their void spaces, which is supportive of safer encapsulation.
Thus, these webdrimers act as ideal gene delivery vehicles. To
date, no webdrimer has been reported that can liberate H+ ions
or protons, while also behaving as a drug or gene delivery
vehicle. Such dendrimers behave differently in acidic and
alkaline chemical environments, so they are medium selective
moieties. Also, these webdrimers liberate protons when there is
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spontaneity for them, otherwise they do not liberate or furnish
protons. Dendrimers remain monodispersed in the desired
solvents and do not strongly bind or aggregate together and they
maintain higher surface area, which is a most desired charac-
teristic for molecular sensors. Dendrimers as multifunctional
nanomaterials are compatible in nature so their physicochem-
ical properties are a thrust area of current research. Dendrimers
do not have structural constituents to support electronic tran-
sitions from the HOMO to LUMO state apart from scavenging
activities. Detection of the scavenging activities of free radicals
(FRs) is a major challenge in the food industry, biochemical
reactions, and bioengineering due to the thermodynamically
and kinetically active chemical moieties.1 FR scavenging has
become an inevitable task to prevent the damage of valuable
chemical processes of biomolecules and their combinations by
FRs.1–3 FRs have lone pair electrons (LPEs), p-conjugation,
sigma bonds, and functional groups to intensify the FR activi-
ties. Sensors may attract FRs to void spaces to immobilize them
through van der Waals forces.4 Antioxidants are extensively
used to prevent the threat of chronic diseases such as cancer
and cardiovascular diseases, along with other irregular func-
tions in cells.5,6 For the last few decades, synthetic molecules
have been used to prevent redox, but they have a lower number
of phenolic –OH.7 Flavonoids with large –OH numbers to
release protons for scavenging are being synthesized. Vitamin
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Scheme 1 Functional structures of the molecules used as catalysts and protection and deprotection agents.
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C, beta-carotene, and polyphenolic avonoids are used as
a source of antioxidants in the diet. Flavonoids provide labile H+

to sense FRs, and accommodate the pH and potential energies
of biologically and biochemically active liquid mixtures against
oxidative deformation of molecular structures.1,4,8–10 The solu-
bility of polyphenols in aqueous systems is negligible. Antioxi-
dant effectiveness in vitro measures the radical scavenging
activity (RSA) against FRs: singlet oxygen (1O2), superoxide
radical anions (O2c�), hydroxyl radicals (cOH) and hydrogen
peroxide.5,7,11 T1 and T2 have –OH and functional void spaces
with p-conjugation favorable to release H+ in steps and scav-
enge FRs. No such dendrimer antioxidants have been reported
yet, where phenolic molecules are used as the core as well as
branches. These have higher stability with void spaces, and
steric ability.12–14 These induce rotational, translational, vibra-
tional, oscillatory and electronic motions to encapsulate
a drug.10,14–16 Liu and co-workers have used DPPH radicals with
stronger scavenging of natural antioxidants in combination
than individual antioxidants.17 More phenolic –OH groups in
a molecule act as effective antioxidants due to intramolecular
synergistic activities with certain tentropy among them.18

Nishiyama and coworkers have investigated intramolecular
synergistic activities between chromanol and thiopropionate
groups of a series of antioxidants in tetralin oxidation.19,20

Dendrimers with a web-like structure are a class of functional
webdrimer molecules that have functional void spaces for drug
or gene binding, transport and release. They do not affect the
chemical environment, like pH, ionic strength, temperature or
aggregation of biochemical, biological, and biophysical
processes as they do not undergo dissociation, ionization, or
dimerization. The webdrimers remain monodispersed with
larger surface area and surface activities with comparatively
higher entropy than ordinary molecules. So, they have extraor-
dinarily stronger drug or nanoparticle binding and transporting
abilities in media of wider pH, as they are least affected by the
pH variations of a process. The novelty of these molecules is
that they do not undergo any structural changes within the
innitesimal thermodynamic conditions as they have a unique
Scheme 2 The mechanism of the reaction in the prescribed medium
and experimental conditions. Imidazole is a base and attracts H+ from
HQ and gains a positive charge by transferring its LPE to a H+ ion,
which attracts Cl� from TBCDMS, and it catalyzes the reaction as
shown in Scheme 3.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
structure, including a core and branching, which mutually
stabilizes and chemically balances their chemical activities,
allowing them to remain stabilized.
2. Experimental and methods
2.1 Materials for conducting the reaction

TMC procured from Sigma Aldrich was used as received; o-
cresol, hydroquinone, phloroglucinol, and potassium tert-but-
oxide were obtained from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.
India. Structures were determined with 1H NMR and 13C NMR
spectra recorded in CDCl3 and DMSO4 (NMR grade, 99.99%
yield) with a Bruker Biospin Avance-III 500 MHz FT-NMR. TMS
was used as an internal standard due to its highest shielding
state. 99% pure solvents procured from Rankem were used.
Analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed with
pre-coated silica gel plates (200 mm) with uorescent indicator
acquired from Sigma Aldrich. For ash column chromatog-
raphy, silica of 200–400 mesh size procured from SRL was used.
Imidazole and t-BuOK maintained a basic medium in protect-
ing the phenolic groups with TBCDMS and deprotection with
TBAF during synthesis, which was catalyzed by DMAP. For
clarity of their participation in the chemical processes, the
chemical structures are given in (Scheme 1).
2.2 Protection and deprotection of phenolic derivatives

2.2.1. Hydroquinone protection. Imidazole (2.2 mM) and
DMAP (0.06 g, 0.5 mmol%) were added to hydroquinone (HQ)
solution (1 eq. 10 mM) in dry DCM (50 ml) and were
Scheme 3 The charge orientation mechanism to develop nucleo-
philic and electrophilic centers to conduct the reaction in the
prescribed medium and experimental conditions.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21915



Scheme 4 The charge orientation mechanism of the imidazole
structure to develop nucleophilic and electrophilic centers to conduct
the reaction in the prescribed medium.

Scheme 5 The proton shift from dihydroxybenzene to imidazole to
sustain a reaction in collaboration with DMAP for the protection
mechanism via nucleophilic and electrophilic centers in the prescribed
medium and experimental conditions.
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homogenized. t-Butylchlorodimethylsilane (TBCDMS) (1.0 eq.,
10 mM) solution in DCM (20 ml) was prepared separately and
was added into HQ solution dropwise. The solvent remained
common in the process. The reaction mixture was stirred for
24 h @ 700 rpm and the reaction was stopped by adding brine
(100 ml). This developed aqueous and organic liquid phases.
The aqueous phase was further treated with DCM (3� 50 ml) to
extract the compound if it went into the aqueous phase, which
was added with organic phase. The organic phase dried over
anhydrous Na2SO4 was concentrated under vacuum by evapo-
ration. The residue was puried with ash chromatography
using a hexane and ethyl acetate mixture in a 4 : 1 ratio, which
gave a colorless solid (55%).33 DTBDMSH (di-tertiary butyl
dimethyl silane hydroquinone) and MTBDMSH (mono-tertiary
butyl dimethyl silane hydroquinone) were obtained in 60 and
40% yield, respectively (Scheme 2).

HQ releases H+ in a basic chemical environment induced by
imidazole, a planar ve membered ring with vibrant electronic
Scheme 6 DTBDMSH deprotection mechanism to MTBDMSH and t
formation.
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shis, because hydrogen binds to one of its nitrogen atoms
(Scheme 4). Imidazole with 3.67 debye is water soluble.

This mechanism leads to covalent bond formation, which is
further broken by hydrolysis.

Imidazole being amphoteric acts as an acid and a base,
where an acidic proton is bound to the nitrogen, which
deprotonates to form an imidazole anion. The basic site is the
nitrogen with a lone pair (and not bound to hydrogen). Its
protonation produces the imidazolium cation (Scheme 5).
DMAP being basic acts as a nucleophilic catalyst for hydro-
silylations with efficient kinetic resolution for phenolic –OH
groups (Scheme 5).

Structure: 1H-NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) d: 0.19 (s, 6H), 1.00 (s,
9H), 6.72 (m, 4H). 13C-NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) d: �4.41, 18.27,
25.82, 116.22, 120.97, 149.26, 149.84.

2.2.2. Deprotection of MTBDSH. Mixtures of DTBDMSH
andMTBDMSH (1 mM) silyl ethers and n-Bu4NF$3H2O (tertiary-
n-butyl ammonium uoride: TBAF) (0.5 mM) in dry THF were
stirred at 0 �C for 1 h (Scheme 6). The uoride of TBAF is
a hydrogen bond acceptor and its salts get hydrated with limited
solubility in organic solvents. TBAF enhances the solubility of
both DTBDMSH and MTBDMSH in this reaction and catalyzes
their hydrolysis.

Themixture was evaporated, and the residue was collected in
ethyl acetate and washed with saturated NaHCO3 and nally
with brine. The residue was puried by ash chromatography
with hexane and ethyl acetate in a 4 : 1 ratio to get a colorless
solid. TBAF maintains solubilization of the reacting species.
The 3H2O of n-Bu4NF$3H2O seems to facilitate the hydrolysis of
these silyl ethers through biuoride (HF2

� or H+) and hydroxide
(OH�), as well as uoride. Silyl ethers are hydrolyzed in THF, an
aprotic solvent with 7.6 debye. It moderately dissolves n-Bu4-
NF$3H2O, DTBDMSH, and MTBDMSH. It is water-miscible for
hydrolysis of both DTBDMSH and MTBDMSH for better
hydrolysis at RT. The structure to understand the role of TBAF
in the reaction mechanism is given below.

Silyl ethers protect groups from alcoholic or phenolic OH in
organic synthesis as they combine with different groups for
he dehydration mechanism of n-Bu4NF$3H2O to assist MTBDMSH

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Scheme 7 The phloroglucinol and TBCDMS mechanism in DMAP and
CH2Cl2 medium at RT for preparing MTBDMSP and other species in
small amounts.
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a number of silyl ethers. Ether groups provide selectivity for
protecting group chemistry. Trimethylsilyl (TMS), tert-butyldi-
phenylsilyl (TBDPS) and tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) are
silyl ethers which are installed and removed very selectively
under mild conditions.

2.2.3. Phloroglucinol (1,3,5-trihydroxy benzene) protec-
tion. As shown in Scheme 7, imidazole (3 eq.) and DMAP (0.06 g,
0.5% eq.) were added to phloroglucinol solution (1 eq., 6.30 g)
prepared in dry DCM (50 ml). TBCDMS solution (2 eq.) was
prepared in DCM (20 ml), and was added to the phloroglucinol
mixture and stirred for 24 h @ 700 rpm. This reaction was
stopped by adding brine (100 ml), which formed aqueous and
organic liquid–liquid layers. The aqueous layer was further
extracted with DCM (3 � 50 ml), and the total organic phase
liquid was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and evaporated under
vacuum. The residue was puried with ash chromatography
Scheme 8 The TTBDMSP deprotection mechanism in the prescribed me

Scheme 9 Brief illustration of 1st tier dendrimer synthesis: (a) t-BuOK, T

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
using a hexane and ethyl acetate mixture in a 4 : 1 ratio and
a colorless solid (61%) was collected. Imidazole and DMAP
assist safer protection of the phloroglucinol with silyl ethers.
MTBDMSP (mono-tertiary butyl dimethyl silane phlor-
oglucinol), DTBDMSP (di-tertiary butyl dimethyl silane phlor-
oglucinol) and TTBDMSP (tri-tertiary butyl dimethyl silane
phloroglucinol) were obtained with >90% TTBDMSP.

Therefore, a unique mathematical representation of the
participating molecules could be presented as follows:

P + nTB ¼ (n � 1)MT + (n � 2)DT + (n � 3)TT

P is phloroglucinol, TB is TBCDMS, MT is MTBDMSP, DT is
DTBDMSP, TT is TTBDMSP, n is the initial moles of TBCDMS,
and (n � 1), (n � 2) and (n � 3) are the number of moles of
MTBDMSP, DTBDMSP, and TTBDMSP, respectively. It is an
addition reaction, so applying reaction kinetics, their (1� (1/n)),
(1 � (2/n)), and (1 � (3/n)) numbers of moles are calculated as:

Number of moles ¼ ½ðn� 1ÞMT�
½nTB�

Since TBCDMS and MTBDMSP interact in a 1 : 1 ratio, the
stoichiometry for MTBDMSP could be considered as:

Stoichiometric ratios ¼ ½ðn� 1Þ�
½n� ¼

�
n

n
� 1

n

�
or

�
1� 1

n

�

dium to prepare MTBDMSP and other species in small amounts at RT.

HF; (b) TBAF, THF.
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Similarly, the number of molecules calculated for DTBDMSP
and TTBDMSP is:

Numbers of the moles ¼
�
1� 2

n

�
and

�
1� 3

n

�

Structure: 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) d: 0.18 (s, 6H), 0.96 (s,
9H), 4.73 (s, 1H), 5.94 (s, H) 5.98 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (126 MHz,
CDCl3) d: �4.28, 18.34, 25.79, 101.32, 105.24, 156.95, 157.41.
HR-MS (CH3CN) + (m/z) found: 354.3447; calc value for
C18H34O3Si2: 354.2046.
Scheme 10 Synthesis of tri-o-tolyl benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (T0)
in the prescribed medium in three steps at RT.
2.3 DTBDMSP deprotection

As shown in Scheme 8, a mixture of the silyl ether of TTBDMSP
(tri-tertiary butyl dimethyl silane hydroquinone) (1 mM) and n-
Bu4NF$3H2O (0.3 mM) in dry THF was stirred @700 rpm for 1 h
at 0 �C. The n-Bu4NF$3H2O catalyzed the hydrolysis of
TTBDMSP to get DTBDMSP and MTBDMSP. The solvent is
evaporated, and the residue was collected in ethyl acetate. It was
washed with dilute HCl, then saturated NaHCO3 and nally
with brine. The residue was puried by ash chromatography
using hexane and ethyl acetate in a 4 : 1 ratio for the solid
product. TBAF catalyzed the hydrolysis of the silyl ethers at RT
in a sequential manner. Three times tert-butyldimethylsilyl
hydroxide was also obtained as a byproduct.
Scheme 11 (a) and (b) Synthesis of tris(4-hydroxyphenyl) benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylate (T1) in the prescribed medium at RT.
2.4 1st generation dendrimer preparation

A 1 mM solution of MTBDMSP, DTBDMSP or TTBDMSP (3.2
equiv.) phenolic derivative and 2-methylphenol separately and t-
BuOK base (3.1 equiv.) in dry THF (10 ml) were prepared. 1
equiv. TMC solution in THF was also prepared and added to the
PD solutions separately at RT. The contents were vigorously
stirred @700 rpm and the reaction was monitored with TLC.
The brief mechanism is depicted in Scheme 9.

2.4.1. Tri-o-tolyl-benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (TOBT (T0)).
A solution of o-cresol or 2-methylphenol (3.1mM, 335.23mg) and
t-BuOK (3.1 mM, 347.8 mg) was prepared in 5 mL of THF. A TMC
(1 mM, 265.48 mg) solution was also prepared in THF and was
added to the o-cresol solution dropwise with stirring at 700 rpm
at RT for 18 h until all of the TMC was used, as indicated by TLC.
The reaction was quenched by adding ice. The water insoluble
products were ltered out using a Büchner funnel and a white
solid was produced with 85% yield (Scheme 9).

Structure: Rf 0.75 (25 : 75: EtOAc : n-hexane); 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3): d 9.29 (s, 3H), 7.25 (m, 13H), 2.28 (s, 9H) ppm; 13C
NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3): d 163.29, 149.38, 136.27, 131.59,
131.38, 130.33, 127.39, 126.77, 121.95, 16.53. HR-MS (CH3CN) +
(m/z) found: 480.9243; calc. value for C30H24O6: 480.1573.

2.4.2. Tris(4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)phenyl) benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylate (Ta). The synthesis process is explained in
Scheme 9. A MTBDMSM (3.1 mM) and t-BuOK (3.1 mM) solu-
tion was prepared in 5 mL of THF. TMC (1 mM) was also
prepared in THF and added to the MTBDMSM solution drop-by-
drop with stirring at 700 rpm at RT for 18 h until all of the TMC
was used, as shown with TLC. The reaction was quenched with
21918 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932
cold water and a white solid product was ltered out with
a Büchner funnel with 80% yield.

Structure: Rf 0.75 with an EtOAc and hexane mixture in
20 : 80 ratio. Ta was used to synthesize T1 as such (Scheme 9).
1H NMR (500MHz, CDCl3) d 9.13 (s, 3H), 7.12 (d, J¼ 8.4 Hz, 6H),
6.90 (d, J ¼ 8.5 Hz, 6H), 1.00 (s, 27H), 0.22 (s, 18H). 13C NMR
(126 MHz, CDCl3): d 163.5, 153.6, 144.4, 135.9, 131.3, 122.1,
120.7, 25.6, and 4.4.

2.4.3. Tris(3,5-bis((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)phenyl)
benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (Tb). The synthesis of Tb is shown
in Scheme 12a. A solution of o-cresol (3.1 mM) and t-BuOK (3.1
mM) was prepared in 5 mL of THF. A TMC (1 mM) solution was
prepared in THF and added dropwise to the o-cresol solution. It
was stirred at 700 rpm for 18 h at RT, and the reaction was
monitored with TLC. The reaction was quenched by adding
water and a white product was ltered out with a Büchner
funnel with 80% yield. Tb was used as such to synthesize T2.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Scheme 12 (a) and (b) Synthesis of tris(3,5-dihydroxyphenyl)benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylate (T2) in the prescribed medium at RT.
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Structure: Rf 0.75
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) d 9.13 (s, 3H),

6.40 (s, 6H), 6.29 (s, 3H), 0.98 (s, 54H), 0.23 (s, 36H); 13C NMR
(126 MHz, CDCl3) d 4.29, 25.76, 29.85, 107.28, 110.33, 131.25,
136.23, 151.64, 157.12, 163.19.

2.4.4. Tris(4-hydroxyphenyl) benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate
(T1). The synthesis of T1 is shown in Scheme 11b. A mixture
of Ta (1 mM) and TBAF (3.1 mM) in dry THF was stirred at 0 �C
for 1 h. The solvent was evaporated and the residue was puried
by ash chromatography using DCM andmethanol in a 9.5 : 0.5
ratio to get a white solid (90%).

Structure: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO) d 9.61 (s, 3H), 8.84 (s,
3H), 7.13 (d, J ¼ 8.0 Hz, 6H), 6.82 (d, J ¼ 8.0 Hz, 6H); 13C NMR
(125 MHz, DMSO): d 163.63, 155.48, 142.54, 134.63, 130.67,
122.60, and 115.76. HR-MS (CH3CN) + (m/z) found: 487.1025;
calc. value for C27H18O9: 487.0951.

2.4.5. Tris(3,5-dihydroxyphenyl) benzene-1,3,5-
tricarboxylate (T2). As shown in Scheme 12b, a mixture of Tb
(1 mM) and TBAF (6.1 mM) was prepared with dry THF and
stirred at 700 rpm at 0 �C for 1 h, and was evaporated. A white
solid (85%) was puried by ash chromatography using DCM
and methanol in a 9 : 1 ratio.

Structure: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO) d 9.69 (s, 6H), 8.81 (s,
3H), 6.15 (s, 6H), 5.76 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO):
d 158.99, 151.88, 144.15, 134.78, 131.76, 100.49, 100.17. HR-MS
(CH3CN) + (m/z) found: 535.0872; calc. value for C27H18O12:
535.0798.

Efficient and facile methods for the synthesis of trinuclear
Schiff base ligands derived from chiral aminoalcohols were re-
ported elsewhere using vanadium catalysts, but these are alto-
gether different studies. Our study is focused on using free –OH
groups to release H+ ions to scavenge free radicals in a safer
manner. Thereby, the protection and deprotection routes were
adopted in very simple chemical processes without using any
metallic catalyst. The rate of release of H+ is signicant to
scavenge free radicals. In this context, T1 and T2 dendrimers
have been proven very effective within the standard norms of
antioxidant activities.21
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Characterization

3.1.1. Characterization of the branching unit. 1H and 13C
NMR spectra of mono-protected hydroquinone and di-protected
phloroglucinol MTBDMSP, DTBDMSP, and TTBDMSP PDs
formed with TBDMSCl (tert-butyldimethylsilyl chloride)silyl
ether were used to elucidate their structures. Side products were
used to synthesize the branching unit of the dendrimers with
TBAF reagent. In Fig. S4,† mono protected hydroquinone
produced two peaks for (9H) of –CH3 at 1.00 ppm and (6H) of
–CH2 at 0.19 ppm. Phloroglucinol (Fig. S6†) shows 2 peaks for
–CH3 (18H) at 0.96 ppm and for –CH2 (12H) at 0.18 ppm on silyl
ether bond formation. This implies a selective protection of
hydroquinone and phloroglucinol (Schemes 9 and 10).

3.1.2. Characterization of the dendrimers. 1H and 13C NMR
of Ta, Tb, T0, T1 and T2 predicted structures on deprotection of
the silyl ether from the dendrimer using TBAF. Ta produced 2
peaks for hydroquinone benzene attached to TMC at 6.9 ppm
(6H) and 7.1 ppm (6H). This split is caused by hydrogen envi-
ronments b and c, respectively (Fig. S9†). Peaks d at 0.22 ppm
for (18H) and e at 1.00 ppm for (27H) imply silyl ether formation
on mono protected hydroquinone bonded to TMC from 3 sides.
Tb depicted in Fig. S11† produced peaks b at 6.40 ppm and c at
6.28 ppm for (6H) and (3H) of phloroglucinol respectively with
peaks d at 0.23 ppm for (36H) and e at 0.98 ppm for (54H). This
implied silyl ether formation with phloroglucinol and TMC at 3
sides. In Fig. S1,† T0 has a peak at (9H) for –CH3 attached to o-
cresol at 2.28 ppm and (3H) for the benzene ring core at
9.29 ppm, predicting its structure. The H proton is attached to
the c position of the dihydroxybenzene, which has –OH func-
tional groups bonded or attached to the subsequent carbon
atoms at both sides of the H at the c position of the T2 den-
drimer (Fig. SI3†). This arrangement develops a unique electron
interactive cloud. These H attached to the c position did not
produce a sharp peak but developed a visible split in the
chemical shi of this H atom. Thus, it depicts that the chemical
shis or the electronic clouds of the H attached to the c position
are inuenced by the electronic clouds of the H atoms of both
the –OH groups. The O atoms of both the –OH groups have two
lone pairs of electrons (LPEs) which not only inuence its ownH
electronic clouds but also the spinning of the H in the c posi-
tion. There may be a possibility that the H at the c position has
developed an association with the O atom of the –OH groups
through weaker hydrogen bonding, which might have devel-
oped a stable spinning. The H of the c position is equally
attached by these two –OH groups. Thus, the association could
have been equilibrated with a specic electron density of the
electronic clouds. This is the reason that the prominent
chemical shielding occurs at 6.15 ppmwith the 5.60-I integrated
area. Also, the d position of the H of –OH is weakly shielded and
resolved at 9.69 ppm. Thus, the H atom at position c has
a special role. It is chemically not in insolation, but is in an
interactive mode with the electronegative O atom of the –OH of
the d position. These linkages of the H of the c position fall at
6.15 ppm, so it might assist the release of H+ from these two
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21919
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–OH groups, along with chemically equilibrating with the –OH
stretching and the spinning in 1H NMR. This is also proven by
the fact that the chemical shi of the H+ placed at the b position
(a similar position to that in T2) vis-à-vis a single –OH group
nearby develops a single closely placed sharp split in T1
(Fig. S13†) as compared to T2. Of course, there is a split, but this
split is very sharp compared to T2. Thus, the chemical shi of
the H atom cloud acts as a sensor to distinguish the presence of
one –OH or two –OH groups. Similarly, it could also be effective
to identify the presence of other functional groups. The H split
could also dene the chemical activities like hydrogen bonding,
LPE, and others.

The Ta and Tb were deprotected and the peaks for silyl ether
were absent in T1 and T2, predicting the structures. The mass
spectra of T0, T1, and T2 implied the structures. T0with larger pi
conjugation and effective delocalization of the terminal phenyl
groups, core, and LPE of the O atoms of its ester groups is opti-
cally active compared to T1 and T2. The dendrimers are insoluble
in water and their solutions were prepared in organic solvents. T0
was dissolved in acetone, while T1 and T2 were dissolved in
methanol for the optical activities study. They were mixed with
DPPH free radicals. T1 and T2 were also mixed with aqueous
solutions of BSA and lyso at RT. The DPPH solution was prepared
in methanol. T0 did not scavenge free radicals, while T1 and T2
both scavenged them. Such experiments are of signicance as
free radicals initiate undesired activities in biological and
biochemical processes. The radicals are highly energetic and
interact with proteins, enzymes, and other sensitive biomolecules
in cells. T1 and T2 acted as biocompatible sensors as they scav-
enged free radicals and bound the proteins.

T1 and T2 with 3 and 6-OH acted as avonoids to detect
DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl) free radicals and scavenge
them. T1 and T2 have aggregated BSA and lyso in their void
spaces, which decreases their antioxidant activities compared to
ascorbic acid as a standard antioxidant. The free radical scav-
enging kinetics for 25 mM (micromol L�1) to 1 mM (millimol
L�1) T1 and T2 were investigated separately with DPPH at RT
using UV-Vis spectrophotometry. This determined the efficient
concentration (EC50) of T1 and T2 for DPPH radical scavenging
calculated from UV-Vis absorption. T1 and T2 have 0.424 and
0.04312 mM EC50 values, respectively, and quickly scavenged
radicals. T2 induced comparatively stronger electronic activities
than T1 by acquiring more activation energy. The BSA and lyso
Fig. 1 Structures of DPPH, AA, T0, T1, and T2.
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concentrations were studied separately and found to be 0.424
and 0.04312 mM for T1 and T2, respectively. The binding of
more BSA than lysomay be due to the fact that the BSA preferred
entering the void spaces due to the hydrophobic environment of
the void spaces.

3.1.3. Proton H+ releasing activities. Di- and trihydrox-
ybenzene branches have active sites due to LPE and p conju-
gation with interactive activities.21,22 Antioxidant abilities are
evaluated with a DPPH assay23 using ascorbic acid (AA). The
EC50 values of T1 and T2 with BSA and lyso were studied.24,25

From T0, T1, and T2, the p-conjugation area is widened to
aggregate smaller as well as larger sized FRs to scavenge. EWG
(electron releasing group, –CH3) and p-conjugation constitu-
ents generated nucleophilic and electrophilic activities of the
void spaces for sensing FRs. Carboxylic ( ) constituents
as the linker, phenyl as the branches, and –CH3 with T0, 1-OH
with T1 and 2-OH with T2, respectively, induced hydrophobicity
in the structures, as shown in Fig. 1. The –OH groups shown in
red have H+ releasing ability.

T0, T1, and T2 can bind greasy hydrophobic waste materials
due to hydrophobic interactions. T0 with electron releasing 3-
CH3 attached to its terminal phenyl group acted as a super-
hydrophobe as it is not soluble in methanol (CH3OH) but is
soluble in acetone (CH3)2CO. T1 and T2 were dissolved in
methanol, which indicated interaction of phenolic –OH and
alcoholic –OH groups. T0 initiated hyperconjugation due to its
sigma bond activities of the H atom of the –CH3 with the pi
bond of the terminal phenyl. It adsorbedmore UV/Vis light than
T1 and T2. T0, T1, and T2 have H+ releasing 0, 3, and 6-OH
respectively (Fig. 2) with scavenging activities.

3.1.4. BSA and lysozyme. Radicals vibrantly interact with
protein, DNA, enzymes, and hormones.26 Proteins and enzymes
sensitively respond to pH, H+ ions and others due to alpha and
beta sheet deconvolution. BSA has 583 amino acids with 17
disulde bonds and 1 free cysteine group that initiate interac-
tions with dendrimers.26,27 BSA crosslinks with –OH radicals in
the absence of oxygen28 while in the presence of oxygen, an
alteration of protein size occurs to a limited extent.24 T0, T1 and
T2 aggregate BSA in their void spaces through an affinity with p

conjugation, EWG, and LPE of the voids. BSA at 66 kDa and lyso
at 14.3 kDa consist of 583 and 129 amino acids, respectively, and
BSA aggregates in the voids but lyso get distributed in the solu-
tion. Liu et al. have described antioxidant fractions of lyso
hydrolyzate.29 The –OH of T1 and T2 release H+, which develops
a nucleophilic O� to generate phenyl as well as –OH
equilibrium.30

3.1.5. Free radical scavenging activity measurements. The
DPPH$ scavenging capacity of the dendrimers was measured
with a Brand-Williams assay.23 300 mM DPPH solution was
prepared in methanol and kept in the dark to prevent photo-
catalytic activities. T1 and T2 stock solutions were separately
prepared in methanol. T0 was not soluble in methanol so its
solution was prepared in acetone. BSA and lyso solutions were
prepared in water, and DPPH solution was prepared in meth-
anol. A 2.5 ml volume containing 1 ml DPPH (300 mM) + 0.5 ml
aq-BSA or lyso (separately) + 1 ml dendrimer solution in variable
concentrations was used for the experiment. Variable
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 Number of –OH groups and DPPH free radical scavenging activities.
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dendrimer concentrations were added to fresh DPPH$ solution
from 25 to 1000 ml and the mixture was shaken at 200 rpm for
1 min to form a homogeneous suspension. UV/Vis absorption at
520 nm was recorded at a xed time interval. The % DPPH
scavenging was determined with the following equation:

% DPPH scavenging ¼ % EC ¼
�
Ao � At

Ao

�
� 100 (1)

A0 is initial absorbance and At is the absorbance of the mixture
at the chosen time interval at 520 nm. EC50 is the concentration
needed to scavenge 50% DPPH at RT. The time to reach
a steady-state at EC50 is termed as TC50. Antioxidant efficacy
(AE) by combining both the EC50 and TC50 factors is calculated
using eqn (2).

AE ¼ 1

EC50 � TC50

(2)

The scavenging capacities of T1 and T2 compared to ascorbic
acid as a standard are evaluated.

3.1.6. Kinetic studies of the scavenging reaction. Under
similar experimental conditions, the dendrimers interacted
with DPPH$ through two steps (Fig. 3). Initially, the DPPH$

concentration compared to T0, T1, and T2 was in excess but it
was reduced with time linearly. The rate constant (k) for scav-
enging DPPH is written as:31

[A] ¼ [A]0 e
�kt (3)

The k values are calculated from the slopes of the UV/vis abs
versus time plot. The DPPH concentration [A] le aer time t s is
determined from UV abs. The initial DPPH [A]0 concentration is
known. The scavenging kinetics of DPPH with time ascertained
Fig. 3 (a, b) Interacting activities of the dendrimers with DPPH radicals in
while step (b) occurs with a 1 : 2 ratio according to the H+ holding abilit

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
its order. The Gibbs energy (DG, J mol�1) is determined for the
scavenging activities of T0, T1 and T2 at RT. DG is calculated
using the equation:32

DG ¼ �2.303RT log(A/A0) (4)

A and A0 are the absorptions of the sample at 0 min and aer
270 min, respectively. These are directly proportional to the
DPPH concentration at the respective time.
3.2 Scavenging activities and kinetics of the dendrimers

The lowering of the UV/Vis absorption with DPPH on increasing
the dendrimer concentration implies a signicant DPPH scav-
enging (Fig. 5). The EC50 for the dendrimers is determined
compared to the standard AA. Increasing the dendrimer
concentration increased the scavenging activities depending on
the individual amount of T0, T1, and T2. DPPH scavenging
depends on the H+ releasing ability of the dendrimers. A H+ ion
accepts the extra electron of DPPH and develops a –N–H cova-
lent bond by reduction. The scavenging ability increases on
increasing their concentrations because the number of –OH
also increases, but despite the release of H+, their pH remains
constant. T1 and T2 act as a buffer with adequate DPPH amount
as the released H+ is directly engaged in FR scavenging without
affecting the pH. This is a novelty of T0, T1 and T2. The moment
they release H+, it is used by an unshared electron on the N atom
of DPPH. The H+ release is balanced by a delocalization of the
phenyl or benzene ring. T0 has 3 terminal phenyl groups con-
taining one –CH3 each. T0 does not have –OH so no H+ is
released and no free radical scavenging occurred. T0 is similar
to TTDMM reported in our previous work, but it has delocal-
ization in the branching contrary to T0, so it can encapsulate
the drug silibinin. T1 with 3-OH and T2 with 6-OH scavenged
two steps. Step (a) occurs when the ratio of dendrimer to DPPH is 1 : 1,
y of the PDs to decide the rate constant.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21921



Fig. 5 Abs vs. time of T1 and T2.

Fig. 4 H+ releasing activities of T1 and T2 to scavenge DPPH radicals.
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DPPH by 94 and 92%, respectively, at 0.424 and 0.4312 mM
respectively. T1 and T2 release 3 and 6H+, respectively, but T1
with 50% less H+ scavenged FRs by 2% more than T2. The H+

releasing action of T1 is stronger than that of T2, due to an
interruption as 2-OH are placed at themeta position of benzene.
Such interference occurs due to electron–electron interactions
among their LPEs, which is missing in T1. T0 contains a H atom
in TMC as well as in the terminal benzene rings and –CH3, but
no H+ was released. T1 and T2 have detected H+ release. T1 and
T2 have H+ releasing –OH so they tune their electron delocal-
ization. The H+ releasing activities of T1 and T2 are controlled
by their extended delocalization. T1 produced 94 and T2
produced 92% scavenging. The rate of release and use of H+

should have been equal but release required some activation
energy due to interrupted delocalization as is noted in Fig. 4.
The –OH with 2 LPEs on the O atoms initiate electron with-
drawing activities from the benzene rings of T1 and T2, where
T1 facilitates expeditious H+ release without any interruption.
So T1 does not undergo any electronic reorientation contrary to
T2. It faces interruption due to another –OH as it also initiates
extended conjugation. It needs comparatively more activation
energy as it has a comparatively higher potential energy (Fig. 4).
The activation energies of T1 and T2 are T2 > T1 with frequency
factor A being T1 > T2. Abs is a function of time, min, so these
data are calculated using the Arrhenius eqn (5).

log abs ¼ log A� Ea

R

�
1

t

�
(5)
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abs is absorption, A is frequency factor or number of collisions,
Ea is activation energy, R ¼ 8.314 J mol�1 K�1, and, t is time
in min for abs.

The higher activation energy for T2 than T1 implies stronger
T1 spontaneity in releasing H+ compared to T2. This is sup-
ported by the higher frequency factor A for T1. Regression
analysis of the data is given in the equation depicted in Fig. 5
along with the respective plots. The 2-OH of T2 restricts its
number of collisions compared to T1 because of a localized
competitive extended delocalization of both the –OH groups. A
weaker H+ releasing spontaneity is observed for T2 that required
higher activation energy, which could be possible as both the
–OH groups may also develop hydrogen bonding. T2 scavenged
DPPH by 92% compared to 94% for T1, so the numbers of –OH
do not matter to scavenge FRs but their position on the host
unit decides their scavenging activities.

Uninterrupted delocalization of T1 due to 3H+ and the
presence of 6H+ with T2, respectively, occurs through electron
or delocalization activities. Thus initiating H+ release as well as
scavenging requires energy. On getting the required activation
energy, their reorientations tune the nucleophilic and electro-
philic sites as per sp2 to sp3 electronic transitions through the
HOMO (highly occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest
occupied molecular orbital) of T0, T1, and T2. The activation
energy requiring activities of these two sites are not equal for T0,
T1, and T2 and create a hysteresis in their optical activities vs.
scavenging potential.

T0 among AA, T0, T1, and T2, has higher abs due to hyper-
conjugation as it has electron releasing –CH3 (Fig. 6). A sigma
bond of –CH3 and pi bond of phenyl initiate hyperconjugation,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 UV-Vis abs spectra for DPPH radicals with AA (ascorbic acid), T0, T1, and T2.
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which detains a larger amount of UV/Vis light. Fig. 6 shows the
higher abs with DPPH when AA was not added so a larger
population of radicals absorb much UV/vis light. On increasing
the AA concentration in the DPPH solution, the H+ release
simultaneously decreased abs. A single or unpaired electron
developed intensied cycles of h+ and e� holes, which engage
UV light or photons. The H+ neutralized an unpaired single
electron of DPPH and the lowest number of redox cycles occurs.
On using H+, the UV/Vis abs is decreased. The H+ consumption
occurred at a similar lmax. No transitions occur in the structures
except for the release of H+ from T0, T1, and T2 and the
consumption of the released H+ by DPPH. Experiments at
different pH, and the scavenging activities of T0, T1, and T2 are
being pursued and will soon be communicated. The H releasing
mechanisms of T1 and T2 are controlled by their extended
delocalization, which induces faster sp2 to sp3 electronic tran-
sitions on receiving UV/Vis light. T1 predicted 94% and T2 92%
scavenging. The rates of release and use of H+ should have been
equal or more for T2 as it has 2 times more H+ in its structure.
Probably H+ release requires more activation energy for re-
orientation of molecules to match the nucleophilic and elec-
trophilic sites, which requires time. These two events are not
equal so a difference occurs in H+ release and FR scavenging. A
linear relationship between abs vs. AA concentration indicates
direct scavenging. A 0.5 mM AA stock solution was prepared in
MeOH and from 5.0 to 200 mM scavenged DPPH radicals. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
AA from 5.0 to 55 mM had a reduced transition state due to
protonation of DPPH radicals. But 55 mM AA stopped
responding to UV abs at 520 nm due to complete AA oxidization
by DPPH radicals getting reduced themselves. The decrease in
abs is almost constant on increasing the AA concentration
(Fig. 7 and 8). The EC50 value calculated from the abs vs.
concentration plot is 32.61 mM. T0 was dissolved in acetone
from 10.0 to 400.0 mM and the abs for T0 is plotted in Fig. 7. The
T0 undergoes aggregation on increasing its concentration from
the initial 10.0 mM. These increments in abs on increasing T0
concentration largely occur as it does not have electron
donating –OH or H+ releasing groups, so it did not scavenge,
rather it gets monodisperse and absorbs visible light at 520 nm
from 20.0 to 300.0 mM. T0 has 3 phenyl groups each with one
–CH3, which induce adequate electronic transitions with more
UV/Vis light abs. However, aer this concentration range with
DPPH its abs increased drastically (Fig. 7(A–E)). This shows
stability in abs due to saturation in the electronic transitions
from HOMO to LUMO. The abs is increased at a certain
concentration with a 2nd order mechanism compared to the 1st

order interaction of T1 and T2. T0 activates DPPH to absorb
visible light from 10.0 to 300.0 mMwith a minor increment. This
is not due to radical scavenging but due to p–p interactions.
Visible light absorption by T0 implies activities of p-conjuga-
tion of phenyl groups, LPEs of O atoms, and electronic activities
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21923



Fig. 7 (A) Abs vs. conc. and abs vs. % EC of AA, (B) abs vs. conc. of T0, (C) abs vs. conc. and abs vs.% EC of T1, (D) abs vs. conc. and abs vs.% EC of
T2.

Fig. 8 DPPH scavenging mechanism of ascorbic acid to dehydroascorbic acid.
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of its –CH3. These electronic activities imply its structural
stability and active optical activities.

The electron releasing –CH3 and benzene ring induce
coulombic interaction with T0 due to intramolecular electronic
orientations. Delocalization of the p bond of the terminal
phenyl along with ERG develops a negative charge at the center
of the phenyl, which may repel DPPH radicals to other energy
states. Electron–electron repulsions cause aggregation of T0,
rather than opting for monodispersion; however, the medium
plays a critical role. Acetone tends towards DPPH so aer
a certain concentration, T0 undergoes self-aggregation, and UV/
Vis implies it as the critical aggregation concentration. Contrary
to that, T0 showed increased abs with concentration, and T1
and T2 both showed decreased abs at 520 nm. The decreasing
abs rate from T1 and T2 changes with concentration due to 3
and 6-OH with T1 and T2, respectively. Abs vs. concentration
curves of AA, T0, T1, and T2 are depicted in Fig. 7(A–D); AA
shows a sharper transition in DPPH scavenging, while T0 with
21924 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932
more UV/Vis abs produces a smooth transition in optical
activities at 3.3 � 10�4 M. A higher abs by T0 occurs due to
electron releasing 3-CH3, due to stronger transition as no part of
the abs is lost contrary to T1 and T2 which participate in
releasing H+ on absorbing UV/Vis light. T0 is a robust UV/Vis
light absorbent, and it has photocatalyzed the conversion of
uorescent dye methylene blue to colorless leuco methylene
blue (Fig. 10A).

The H+ releasing activity of ascorbic acid is active as its 2-OH
undergoes electronic transition to release H expeditiously,
contrary to the dendrimers. T0 did not produce a sharper
absorption point on increasing the concentration, but T1 and T2
produced a smooth saturation point of abs (Fig. 7A–D). One
ascorbic acid reduced 2DPPH radicals (Fig. 8). AlsoT1 and T2 each
have reduced 3 and 6 DPPH radicals, respectively. Fig. 9(A–D)
imply free radical reducing kinetics from 0 to 300 min for xed
compositions of radical and of antioxidants under similar experi-
mental conditions. The H+ release and utilization is in a 1 : 1 ratio.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 9 (A) Time vs. ln abs of T1. (B) Time vs. ln abs of T2. (C) Rate of decrease in abs. (D) Gibbs free energy.
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The rates of abs by AA, T0, T1, and T2 decrease. This is supported
by Gibbs free energy (Fig. 9A–D). T2 has higher Gibbs energy with
2-OH, which increases the stability.

The scavenging ability of T2 is 10 times higher than that of
T1 so the MIC (minimum inhibition concentration) for T2 is ten
times lower than that for T1. A single T2 releases 6H+ against
3H+ from T1 (Table 1). This denies a possibility of hydrogen
bonding between the two species at a common benzene ring
along with a constant effect of p conjugation. T1 and T2 follow
a straight-line decrease in abs like AA, so no generation of
a secondary chemical mechanism other than the scavenging
activity occurs.

T1 may release H+ in three steps and scavenge FRs in three
steps with three scavenging orders. The 1st H+ release and
scavenging are faster as initially no H+ exists and no FR was
scavenged so dispersion seems active. The 2nd H release could
comparatively be lower and a 3rd H release could be lowest. For
T2, the order to releasing H and scavenging FRs seems to be in 6
steps with subsequent lowering in the H release and scavenge
steps. This is one reason that the T1 scavenging is 10 times
faster than that of T2.

3.2.1. Electronic transitions. The –CH3 at the p-position of
the terminal phenyl deshields H of the benzene ring in the core
that has stronger optical activities with T0 > T1 > T2 ppm
deshielding order (Table 2). The –CH3 electrons by moving
towards the terminal benzene inuence the LPEs of both O
atoms in 3(2n / 2p*) shis. n is the number of nonbonding
electrons. The 6p* transitions further inuence the delocalized
3H of TMC, which have undergone higher deshielding with H1

NMR peaks at 9.29. This decreases on replacing –CH3 with –OH
at the p-position of benzene. A transition state is induced, which
is mathematically formulated as eqn (7).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
T0 + hn 4 T0*, (6)

so

kb ¼ ½T0�
½T0*� (7)

The kb predicts a transition state but aer a certain
concentration of AA, it is stabilized by developing an extreme
transition state. Due to the –CH3, the T0 detains maximum UV/
Vis light but it saturates at 2.0 � 10�4 mM as the abs starts
increasing with its concentration. The AA did not release H+

causing electronic vibrations and oscillations which get satu-
rated as the AA–AA–DPPH interactions might have aggregated
the DPPH radicals. The abs with T0, T1, and T2 distinguishes
the H+ releasing energy (Table 3).

Scavenging efficiency was calculated with eqn (8), and A0 ¼
1.123 is the abs for DPPH in methanol, whereas the abs A values
for T1 and T2 at maximum scavenged DPPH sample in
methanol.

DPPH scavenging activities ¼
�
A0 � As

A0

�
� 100 (8)

Abs values where maximum DPPH was scavenged were used
from Fig. 10D and E. The AA, T1, and T2 scavenged 95.13, 93.32,
and 94.21% DPPH, respectively.

Activation energies and frequency factor and DPPH radical
scavenging were calculated tting abs with Arrhenius eqn (5).
The binding or scavenging constant was determined by
analyzing the rate of radical scavenging on increasing the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21925



Fig. 10 (A–C) Optical activities from the HOMO to LUMO to scavenge DPPH radicals. (D) Abs vs. AA composition with 1st order scavenging of
DPPH free radicals. (E) Abs vs. dendrimer composition to scavenge DPPH free radicals.
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Table 1 Experimental parameters of the phenolic dendrimers

Compound Scavenging –OH EC50, M (mol L�1) Max, % EC TC50 (min) AE Rate constant (M s�1)

T0 0 — — — — —
T1 3 4.24 � 10�4 94.57 811.11 5.23 � 10�7 3.86 � 10�5

T2 6 4.312 � 10�5 92.70 945.6 4.56 � 10�8 4.73 � 10�4

Table 2 1H NMR and 13C NMR shifts for H and C of the dendrimersa

NMR peak 1H 13C 1H 13C 1H 13C

Core benzene d 9.29 (s,
3H)

136.27, 130.33 d 8.84 (s, 3H) 134.63, 130.67 d 8.81 (s, 3H) 134.78, 131.76

Peripheral
benzene

d 7.25 (m,
12H)

149.38, 131.59, 131.38, 127.39,
126.77, 121.95

d 7.13 (d, 6H), d 6.82
(d, 6H)

142.54, 155.48,
122.60, 115.76

d 6.15 (s, 6H), d 5.76
(s, 3H)

151.88, 144.15,
100.49, 100.17

Ester bond — 163.29 — 163.63 — 158.99
–CH3 d 2.28 (s,

9H)
16.53 — — — —

–OH — — d 9.61 (s, 3H) — d 9.69 (s, 6H) —

a The –CH3 ERG at the p-position of the terminal benzene deshields the H of the benzene ring in the core.
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dendrimer composition. These are tted using the Nernst
equation for Gibbs energy determination (Table 3).

dG ¼ �nRT ln kb (9)

The activation energy and scavenging dG are correlated with
frequency factor. T2 needs higher activation energy as it has 2-
OH, which hinders extending the delocalization of the terminal
benzene ring (Fig. 11A). The Ea values listed as AA > T1 > T2 > T0
imply that AA requires the least energy for releasing 2H+,
whereas T0 needs higher activation energy to reach the LUMO
from the HOMO (Fig. 11A). T2 compared to T1 needs more
activation energy than T1 in releasing H+.

Net Gibbs energies were determined as follows:
Table 3 Frequency factor ‘A’, 1st and 2nd order slopes S and S0, activation
dG, J mol�1

System ln A S S0

AA 8.46 � 103 �0.1823 7.00 � 10�7

T0 9.72 � 10�2 �2.00 � 10�6 2.00 � 10�11

T1 �1.01 � 10 0.0002 �1.00 � 10�8

T2 �1.04 � 10 4.00 � 10�5 �3.00 � 10�10

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
DH+
releasingdG ¼ DGT0 � DGT1

DH+
releasingdG ¼ �200.484 � 95.866 J mol�1, �296.35 J mol�1

Similarly, for the energy needed to release 2H+ from T2:

DH+
releasingdG ¼ DGT0 � DGT2

DH+
releasingdG ¼ �200.484 � 328.378 J mol�1, �538.862 J mol�1

Net dG considered from T0 up to T2 is higher, partly because
it is used in overcoming the hindrance being caused by the
extended delocalization activities of its 2-OH on the terminal
energy Ea, J mol�1 K�1, scavenging constant kb and Gibbs free energy

A Ea kb dG

0 1.5156 1.2133 �208.142
1.2508 1.66 � 10�5 1.2047 �200.484

10.3398 1.66 � 10�3 0.9148 95.86546
10.9724 3.33 � 10�4 0.7371 328.3781

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21927



Fig. 11 Scavenging constant and scavenging dG of the dendrimers with DPPH radicals. (A) Activation energy and scavenging dG with frequency
factor.
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phenyl group. The activation energy, listed as AA > T1 > T2 > T0,
induces a transition either to release H+ or to undergo a transi-
tion state. The abs with increasing concentration is absT0 >
absT1 > absT2, on increasing n / p*, due to, –CH3, –OH and
–2-OH species, respectively. Abs utilizes UV light to initiate
HOMO to LUMO state through n / p*, and p / p*. The
deshielding patterns of 3H of the core are T0 > T1 > T2 with 9.29
> 8.84 > 8.81 ppm chemical shis, respectively. The –CH3

induces stronger deshielding than the others but when –OH are
2-OH exist with T1 and T2, respectively, then they weaken
deshielding. This matches with the abs trends, but in a similar
way deshielding of 13C is T2 > T1 > T0 with 131.76 > 130.67 >
130.33 ppm, respectively. This implies a high deshielding of T2
due to 2-OH. NMR and UV/Vis studies implied that the number
and nature of the functional groups attached to the dendrimer
deshield the core. Hence, a core contributes to the electronic
populations. 1-OH to 2-OH of T1 and T2 enhances the shielding
of H. This initiates H+ release from –OH and not from the
benzene ring. The n / p* population stabilizes the H of the
phenyl (Fig. 10A–B). The H of –OH of T1 and T2 are deshielded
and release with lower abs. The C atom is shielded from T0 to
T2. The kb and dG for antioxidants are depicted in Fig. 11A with
higher values of kb implying faster H+ release activities denoted
as:

HOMOþ hn!kb LUMO and kb ¼ ½LUMO�
½HOMO�

Kb > 0.5 values depict [LUMO] > [HOMO] transitions and are
tted within the Gibbs energies. Stronger transition implies
more LUMO population that decreases the potential energy to
21928 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932
convert it into electronic vibrations and oscillations. Fig. 11A
depicts lower/higher negative Gibbs energy for higher kb values.
T2 produced a lower kb value which utilizes lower energy and
has positive dG values. A faster [HOMO] species conversion into
[LUMO] species needsmore energy with dG as T2 > T1 > T0 > AA.
T2 has lower kb so the LUMO species are lower for T2 as elec-
tron–electron collisions are hindered.

3.2.2. Role of trimesoyl chloride (TMC)/1,3,5-
benzenetricarbonyl trichloride. TMC acted as a core to
develop the covalent bonds with phenols used for developing
branching around the TMC through its –COCl (carbonyl)
groups. The Cl� of the –COCl is replaceable by the branching
molecules to bond with the O atom of the –COCl through the
covalent bond. Therefore, the TMC is a workable core and
remained stable, so it did not induce any undesired chemical
activities during the replacement of the Cl�. The two electro-
negative O and Cl atoms of the –COCl group are attached to the
core at the same carbon atom of the TMC and can generate
competition among the electron attraction towards their own
sides. The O atom is a stronger electronegative atom while Cl�

is a mild electronegative atom. Thus, the Cl� is easily replaced
in the chemical process in the presence of the O atom bonded
with the carbon atom of the TMC through the double bond.
Scheme 1 depicts hydroquinone protection with the TBCDMS to
develop the DTBDMSH and MTBDMSH products. Scheme 6
explains its deprotection through silyl ethers and TBAF at 0 �C
to produce MTBDMSH. The phloroglucinol protection mecha-
nisms are depicted in Schemes 7 and 8. Now the TMC is used as
a core as it has replaceable 3Cl� anions. Hence, for T0, the 2-
methylphenol reacted with the Cl� of the TMC. It is a chemically
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 12 Abs vs. conc. and % EC50 vs. conc. of BSA with EC50 of AA, T1, and T2.
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sensitive site to react with the H+ of the 2-methylphenol. So, T0
was prepared in the THF and t-BuOK medium by releasing HCl.
The THF and t-BuOK chemical species of the medium could not
inuence the structure of the TMC, except for allowing the
participation of its Cl� in the reaction. Similarly, the chemical
species present in themedium used to synthesize T0, T1, and T2
did not disrupt the TMC structure, except for allowing its Cl
anion to participate in the reaction. Hence the TMC acted as
a highly safe core as no part of it was involved in the reaction
except for the Cl�. Also, in the case of the Ta and Tb interme-
diates, these were allowed to react with the Cl through the –OH
group of the TMC in the THF/t-BuOK medium (Schemes 11b
and 12a), then no chemical species reacted with the other
constituents of the TMC in the reaction to develop the Ta and
Tb (Schemes 11b and 12a). The deprotection of Ta and Tb was
conducted because the TMC was holding them as MTBDMSH
(Scheme 10) and DTBDMSP (Scheme 12a and b). The Cl� of the
TMC developed a covalent bond with the O atom of the –OH
groups of the MTBDMSH (Scheme 12a and b) and the
DTBDMSP (Scheme 12a and b) through the ether hydrolysis.
Thus, TMC is a safer and green core to successfully allow the
reaction of the –OH groups with the Cl� of the TMC and sup-
ported the deprotection through the hydrolysis processes
without undergoing any structural transition, damage or
destruction. It maintained its whole structure as such to
support the required chemical processes. The TMC core also
supported a slow and stepwise release of H+ from the T1 and T2
dendrimers for scavenging the free radicals.

3.2.3. Use of dihydroxybenzenes alone as antioxidants.
Dihydroxybenzenes have phenolic –OH groups which release
protons (H+) that accept an additional electron of free radicals.
Logically it is correct that the dihydroxybenzenes catechol (1,2-
dihydroxybenzene), resorcinol (1,3-dihydroxybenzene), and
hydroquinone (1,4-dihydroxybenzenes) should be used to
scavenge the free radicals in place of the T1 and T2 dendrimers.
These dihydroxybenzenes release the H+ ion in aqueous solu-
tions and develop the phenolate anion (C6H5O

�) which is highly
nucleophilic in nature. It strongly develops interactions as well
as reactions with other chemical species used in the processes
because the phenolate anion is of small size and its
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
delocalization is also effective. Therefore, the phenolate anion
spontaneously may develop several undesired chemical activi-
ties in the reaction mixture; for example, it could chelate the
transitional metal cations Fe2+ and Fe3+ and others. These
activities of the dihydroxybenzenes are inhibited when these are
bonded with the TMC core through a covalent bond. Then the
size is increased on using dihydroxybenzenes with TMC as the
core with T0, T1, and T2 dendrimers so undesired activities of
the dihydroxybenzenes are not possible as the small sized
dihydroxybenzene molecules are now not free. Their delocal-
ization is also not so active because now it is used to support the
TMC core linkages. These chemical linkages of the phenolic
compounds with the TMC core have stabilized the slow release
of the H from the T1 and T2 dendrimers. The T1 and T2 are of
larger sizes and no effect of the phenolate ion in the case of the
TMC core remained operational. The extended delocalization of
the T1 and T2 have been buffering the activities over the use of
the dihydroxybenzenes alone for scavenging free radicals. The
delocalization remains the prominent factor and it could
induce electron–electron repulsion with the phenolate ion as it
has a negatively charged center at the benzene ring and, also
has a negative charge on the O atom outside the ring on
releasing H+. Therefore, the use of dihydroxybenzenes alone is
not advisable for antioxidant activities as the chemical
processes of the scavenging are sensitive towards the presence
of chemical species which are not of any use.
3.3 BSA and lysozyme

Dendrimers interact with proteins and lyso through their
peptide bonds or electrostatic forces with synergetic effects on
the EC50 of the dendrimers with variable concentration. 1, 3,
and 5 mg mL�1 stock solutions of BSA and lyso were prepared
with water and 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 ml volumes were
made up to 0.5 ml portions of both the BSA and lyso stock
solutions, separately. These were added to DPPH solution
separately containing the EC50 of AA, T1, and T2, which did not
aggregate BSA and lyso due to their critically low concentra-
tions.34,35 BSA was from 0.606 to 0.152 mM and the lyso was from
2.8 to 0.70 mM. With AA, on increasing the BSA concentration,
the EC50 value is increased by 41.50% and later decreased to
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21914–21932 | 21929



Fig. 13 Abs vs. conc. and % EC vs. conc. graph of lyso with EC50 AA, T1, and T2.
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25.30%. With T1, the EC50 is increased to 39.03% and decreased
to �34.37%. With T2, the EC50 decreased by �39.74% and then
increased to 155.86%. Fig. 12 and 13 show that AA and T1 both
initially induce a dispersive effect, but on increasing the BSA
concentration the dispersion is weakened. However, with T2,
initially it synergized but later it is weakened due to opposing
reorientations. Aer 3.03 mM BSA with T2, it was precipitated
due to aggregation of the BSA within the void spaces of T2 as the
solvent could not bind so the BSA opted to aggregate within the
voids of T2. The proteins with lower additive concentrations
‘salt in’ but those with higher concentration ‘salt out’ due to
aggregation. This did not occur with AA and T1 on adding BSA,
which predicts a role of the two –OH of T2 in aggregating the
BSA. Also the BSA has reduced scavenging limits contrary to AA.
Thus, the BSA has entered the robust hydrophobic void spaces
of both T1 and T2 (Fig. 5). T1 and T2 have both aggregated BSA
and lyso, which has hampered their scavenging activities
(Fig. 12). AA is quickly protonated forming H3O

+ (hydronium)
ions with water molecules, which catalyzed scavenging with BSA
and lyso aqueous solutions (Fig. 13 and 14).

Abs for increasing BSA concentrations saturates at �6 mM in
response to UV/Vis light and is diminished because BSA might
have aggregated within the voids spaces of T2. Fig. 12 gives abs
Fig. 14 BSA and lysozyme inhibit free radical scavenging in aqueous me
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¼ 0.3 for blank and abs for �6 mM BSA ¼ 1.3 with T2; putting
these values in eqn (8), T2 aggregated 79.92% of BSA, contrary to
43.5% with T1. The BSA aggregating activities fractionate the
scavenging activities of T1 and T2. Unlike BSA, the lyso with AA,
T1, and T2 got aggregated in T2 > T1 > AA order. T2 aggregated
�60% lyso compared to 79.92% BSA. Stronger binding of BSA
and lyso with T2 than T1 occurred due its 2-OH.

The water which bound BSA and lyso in their aqueous
solutions without mixing with AA is now available for AA
molecules. Evenmildly protic methanol molecules were in close
chemical contact with AA, which is now engaged by a proton in
the resultant sample. The AA got free and interacts with BSA,
while on the other hand the T1 and T2 both aggregate BSA and
lyso in the void spaces. Now the T1 and T2 are engaged with BSA
and lyso in holding them in the void spaces, rather than
releasing H+ that scavenges the DPPH radicals. Fig. 12 depicts
abs with increasing BSA concentration with the EC50 of AA, T1,
and T2. Abs with T2 for lower concentrations exponentially
increases due to BSA dispersion but when its concentration
continuously increases, then the BSA molecules tend to occupy
the void spaces, which activates the electronic transitions. This
could interrupt extended conjugations due to 2-OH with T2.
Also the BSA molecules may partially move towards the void
nthol solutions.
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spaces and later get aggregated with variable orientational
vibrations which absorb UV/Vis light (Fig. 13). The AA and T1
did not absorb much UV/Vis light on increasing the BSA
concentration as these do not have complicated pi-
conjugations. In particular, the T1 has only 1-OH so the
extended conjugations are not interrupted and a single elec-
tronic chain fromHOMO to LUMO occurred contrary to 2-OH of
T2. Also the 2HOMO to 2LUMO for each –OH might be mate-
rialized simultaneously, which absorbs more UV/Vis light
(Fig. 14). Abs is T2 > AA > T1; the AA has no pi-conjugation but
releases two H+ which absorb more UV/Vis light than even the
simple extended conjugation of T1, while T2 has 2-OH and
absorbed more UV/Vis light.

Increasing concentrations of lyso with EC50 of AA, T1 and T2
have absorb UV/Vis light in the order of AA > T1 > T2. The lyso
has less amino acids in its structure and strongly interacted
with AA and absorbed more UV/Vis light, but T2 might have
aggregated lyso within its void spaces. So it may not allow
excitation as a stronger aggregation developed stronger poten-
tial energy, which defuncts and opposes electronic transitions.
Lyso aggregation is as T2 > T1 > AA; T1 induced a synergetic
effect with BSA, while AA produced a less synergetic effect, but
T2 has an opposing effect with BSA. With lyso, the EC50 value of
AA increased to 19.17% with increasing lyso concentration and
later it decreased to �14.62%. The EC50 value with T1 is
decreased to �19.80% and also decreased to �39.81% and with
T2, the EC50 decreased to �49.45% and then decreased to
�67.21%. Lyso is a competitive component to decrease the EC50

value of the dendrimers.
4. Conclusion

T0, T1 and T2 dendrimers as potential antioxidants have scav-
enged DPPH radicals studied spectrophotometrically. The
scavenging abilities of T2 with 6-OH are 10 times higher than
that of T1 with 3-OH. The AA showed a higher antioxidant
activity than T1 and T2 due to its faster electronic reorientation
to quickly release H+ with a higher resonance. Dendrimers acted
as smart hydrophobes with hydrophobically functional void
spaces. To reduce chemical waste and increase yield, branching
units were synthesized via selective protection and deprotection
routes. BSA and lysozyme both showed good interaction with
the dendrimers compared to standard AA. Lyso acted as
a promising protein to give a synergetic effect. These proteins
increased the antioxidant activities of the dendrimers. The
results signicantly reveal a mechanism for effective biode-
gradable dendrimers, bioremediation, drug efficacy, and
protein interacting capacity. T0, T1 and T2 dendrimers with 0, 3
and 6-OH groups have potential to further engage –OH groups
to initiation condensation reactions in a suitable medium to
develop macromolecules.
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